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LEARN ABOUT OUR POLICE
Police Community Constables are part of SA Police and
work with police officers. They wear the same uniform
as police officers and have ‘COMMUNITY CONSTABLE’
written on the shoulder of their uniform. They use their
knowledge of cultural and social issues to help police.

Protective Security Officers are part of SA Police and work
with police officers to help keep the community safe. They
guard buildings and patrol places like schools to keep them
safe. They are people you can trust and ask for help if you
need it. Their uniforms are similar to the police uniform except
they have a gold crest and chequer bands, and the words
‘PROTECTIVE SECURITY’ on their uniform patch, like this.

The SA Police uniform has different hats including a
broad-brim hat, a peak cap, the Sikh turban and a baseball cap.

Some police officers, like
detectives, wear plain
clothes. They carry a
metal police badge and
SA Police ID card that you
can ask to see if you are
talking to them.

Some police
officers
wear a khaki
uniform. SA
Police officers
who wear this
uniform usually
work in remote
country locations.
The khaki uniform
patch looks like
this.

Some police officers wear a bright yellow vest called a hi-vis
vest. This helps to keep them safe because it makes it easy
for other people to see them, especially at night.

Some police cars
have different
colours on them but
they all have the word
’POLICE’ and the
police crest on them.
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COLOUR IN
Police officers and protective security officers are people
you can trust and ask for help if you need it.
Colour in the picture below using the image on page 1.
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